REUR FW 699, FW 587 AND MY 201402Z MARCH. AS STATED MY LW 208 (231122Z) MARCH AND 201402Z MARCH MSGS, PRELIMINARY INTERROGATION REPORT ON GRIGORIEV WAS SENT TO USAREUR AND DEPT OF ARMY WASHINGTON. ALSO SENT USAREUR AND ARMY (LATTER VIA SALO) WERE 3 SUBSEQUENT INTERROGATION REPORTS:

INTERROGATION OF SOVIET DEFECTOR GRIGORIEV," DATED 15 APRIL;

(D) "SOVIET UNIFORMS AND INSIGNIA" DATED 20 APRIL; AND

TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE REPORT, REINTERROGATION OF SOVIET SIGNALS OFFICER," DATED 15 APRIL.

LATTER REPORT INCLUDES INTERROGATION BY
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SECRET

Declassified and approved for release by NSA on 11-13-2013 pursuant to E.O. 13526
2. IN VIEW GENEROUS DISTRIBUTION ALREADY GIVEN US, DO NOT DESIRE REQUEST ADDITIONAL COPIES UNLESS NECESSARY

3. GRIGORIEV IS IN HANDS OF WAR OFFICE BUT UNDER CONTROL OF CABINET LEVEL SUB COMMITTEE WHICH HAS JURISDICTION OVER ALL DEFECTOR INTERROGATIONS. COMMITTEE TAKING ACTIVE INTEREST IN GRIGORIEV CASE.

BELIEVE BEST COURSE IS TO CONTINUE WORKING THROUGH USAREUR. RECOMMEND STRONGLY THAT ALL
BE STUDIED CAREFULLY AT ASEA AND NSA BEFORE WE PRESS FOR REINTERROGATION BY ASEA PERSONNEL. 37/6 IMPRESSES ME AS BEING PRETTY THOROUGH JOB. HAVE CONFIRMED THAT GRIGORIEV REALLY IS IN POOR PHYSICAL CONDITION AND UNCOOPERATIVE JUST NOW.

NSA 115 NOTE: FW 699 NO RECORD
FW 587 IS AGI# 03871
LW 288 IS AGI# 03811
DTG: 2014102 IS AGI# 03729
ADDITIONAL INFO CONTAINED IN AGI# 05672
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